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Abstract—Content-Centric Networking (CCN) is a promising framework for evolving the current network architecture,
advocating ubiquitous in-network caching to enhance content
delivery. Consequently, in CCN, each router has storage space
to cache frequently requested content. In this work, we focus
on the cache allocation problem: namely, how to distribute the
cache capacity across routers under a constrained total storage
budget for the network. We formulate this problem as a content
placement problem and obtain the exact optimal solution by a
two-step method. Through simulations, we use this algorithm to
investigate the factors that affect the optimal cache allocation
in CCN, such as the network topology and the popularity of
content. We find that a highly heterogeneous topology tends to
put most of the capacity over a few central nodes. On the other
hand, heterogeneous content popularity has the opposite effect, by
spreading capacity across far more nodes. Using our findings, we
make observations on how network operators could best deploy
CCN caches capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Ubiquitous in-network caching of content is a key feature of
Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [1]. This architecture proposes to re-build the Internet’s forwarding substrate around the
concept of content, where nodes can issue interest packets that
are forwarded (at layer-3) to sources that can, in return, serve
data packets. To achieve this, each content chunk is allocated
a globally unique identifier that all network entities, including
routers, can comprehend. Through this, it becomes possible
for any router to cache data packets and, subsequently, serve
future requests via its cache, rather than forwarding interests
to the origin of the content. Many benefits are expected,
including improved performance [2], lower network costs [3],
and superior resilience.
Despite the elegance of this concept, there are a number
of challenges to be addressed. Perhaps most notable is the
potentially huge cost that would be involved in deploying
ubiquitous cache storage on every router. In practice, with
current technologies, this would be extremely expensive and
energy intensive; for example, a CCN router with 10 TB
of cache space using Flash-based Solid-State Drives (SSDs)
would cost $300, 000 and consume 500 W of power [4]. This
leads us to conclude that, if deployments were achieved, a
huge range of CCN router models would exist, with networks
intelligently deploying high capacity ones only in the areas
that need them the most. We therefore argue that one of
the key challenges in CCN’s future deployment is the cache
allocation problem: given a finite set of cache storage and a

fixed topology, how should the storage be distributed across
the CCN routers?
This problem has been studied extensively in other domains, with optimization techniques being used to calculate
optimal cache allocation in multi-cache networks, such as
CDNs [5], [6], Web caching [7], [8] and IPTV [9], [10].
These, however, are based on specific applications and are only
suitable for particular types of topologies (e.g., hierarchical,
adaptive overlay structures). Instead, the constraints becomes
far tighter in CCN, as caches are co-located with the (layer3) infrastructure. Therefore, it is not possible to flexibly build
your own (layer-7) cache topology as with traditional forms of
cache allocation. This is further exacerbated by the fact that,
practically speaking, only on-path caching is allowed, with
interest packets always following FIB entries.
Past work has proven inconclusive in this domain, with a
lack of consensus. For example, Rossi and Rossini [11] found
that allocating more cache space in the “core” of the network
would improve the performance of CCN when compared to
homogeneous allocation. After that, Psaras et al. [12] and
Fayazbakhsh et al. [13] concluded the opposite: it would be
better to allocate capacity at the edge. Indeed, one of the key
challenges identified in CCN is precisely this: where exactly
should cache capacity be placed [14], the core, the edge or a
mix of both?
This paper seeks to address this gap, exploring the reasons
behind some of these conflicting results. More generally, we
aim to discover the key factors that impact the performance
of caching in CCN. We correlate these findings with cache
allocation, highlighting how an intelligent allocation policy
can dramatically increase performance. We show that a onesize-fits-all approach would be entirely inappropriate and that,
instead, different networks must make measured decisions
based on their individual operating conditions. To summarize,
we make the following key contributions:
• We investigate the cache allocation problem in CCN,
proposing an optimal solution for computing which CCN
routers should be enabled with caching, and exactly how
much should be allocated.
• We utilize our solution to explore the key factors that
impact the performance of cache allocation via extensive simulations. We perform the first comprehensive
evaluation that considers the following factors: topology,
network size, content popularity characteristics and ob-

ject replacement strategies. To achieve this, we exploit
multiple synthetic topology models that capture different
types of network to characterize the types of deployments
suitable for each. In conjunction, we utilize various
popularity distributions and replacement algorithms to
similarly understand their interactions.
• We provide an analysis of the key considerations that network operators should take into account when deciding
their own cache allocation policy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we discuss related work. In Section III, a detailed
model of CCN caching is presented, before employing optimization techniques to resolve the cache allocation problem in
CCN. In Section IV, we perform simulations to explore the key
factors that impact cache allocation and network performance.
Following this, in Section V, we bring together our findings
to delineate a number of considerations that should be made
by network operators during CCN’s deployment. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
We classify related work into two groups: (1) cache allocation methods in CCN; and (2) optimization methods for current
multi-cache networks, such as CDNs, the Web and IPTV.
A. Cache allocation in CCN
A wealth of recent research has inspected the performance
of caching in CCN, e.g., [2], [3], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19].
These works perform extensive simulation studies, providing
a range of insights, including performance modeling [2], [15],
deployment incentives [3] and cache routing [16]. All of
them however consider homogeneous deployments, where all
routers have the same cache size. In practice, however, these
homogeneous deployments are extremely unlikely. Instead, a
wealth of router types will exist, with networks deploying
appropriately sized caches in strategic locations.
We know of only three works that have considered heterogeneous cache allocation policies. Rossi and Rossini [11]
were the first to study the cache allocation problem in CCN.
They propose to deploy more cache space in the “core” routers
of the network, rather than at the edge. They use several
metrics to measure the centrality of routers, including degree,
closeness and betweenness. Through this, they allocate cache
capacity proportionally to the centrality metric of a router, and
conclude that the gain brought by cache size heterogeneity is
actually very limited. In contrast, a later work [12] concludes
the opposite, finding that keeping larger caches at the edge
is, in fact, more effective. Similarly, Fayazbakhsh et al. [13]
questioned the necessity of ubiquitous caching and concluded
that most of the performance benefits can be achieved by
edge caching alone. We re-visit this apparent contradiction in
Section IV.
Beyond the considerations of the previous work, we also
note that no prior research has considered factors outside the
topology, e.g., the content popularity distribution. Our work

brings perspective on the conclusions of previous work, as
well as shedding light on various aspects of cache allocation.
B. Optimization methods in multi-cache network
The process of cache allocation is typically realized using
content placement optimization algorithms. In other words,
it solves the Facility Location Problem. This has been extensively studied in alternate domains (e.g., the Web), where
two general approaches have been taken: Capacitated Facility
Location (CFL) and Un-capacitated Facility Location (UFL),
where the capacity of a node means the maximum number of
clients it can serve simultaneously, not the cache capacity.
Krishnan et al. [7] formulate en-route web caching as a
standard UFL problem in a tree topology, and present solutions
based on both dynamic programming and greedy heuristics,
where the objective is to minimize the remaining traffic flow.
Jiang and Bruck [8] also address coordinated en-route web
caching. Perhaps most importantly, they show that this can be
achieved without pre-fetching or pre-positioning by a central
controller. However, all of the mentioned approaches treat the
content files in the network as an un-splittable commodity. In
contrast, this is not practical in CCN, which separates content
into chunks.
In [5], a two-step algorithm is developed to solve the
multi-commodity UFL problem with total capacity constraints
in trees, and to provide approximations for general graphs.
Similarly, [6] discusses the multi-commodity UFL problem,
where each node has its own cache capacity constraint. [10]
and [9] add the bandwidth of links as additional constraints
in the contexts of CDNs and IPTV networks, respectively.
Although this work is closely related, it is not applicable to
a CCN environment, which has certain unique constraints,
namely: (1) exclusive use of on-path caching; (2) opportunistic
caching, rather than pre-fetching; (3) unchangeable locations
of available cache points, i.e., routers; and (4) diverse topologies that do not match predetermined templates. For example,
most of the optimal solutions in CDNs [5], [6] or IPTV [9],
[10] assume off-path caching, and rely on file pre-fetching.
Similarly, all aforementioned work in web caching [7], [8]
employ fixed hierarchical tree topologies, that simply would
not exist in CCN. It is therefore important to study this issue in
more generalized network topologies, oriented towards CCN’s
design, rather than in an application-specific context.
III. O PTIMAL C ACHE A LLOCATION IN CCN
Before exploring the factors that impact cache allocation
in CCN, it is necessary to devise a mechanism to compute
their allocation optimally. Without this, it becomes impossible
to differentiate between external impact factors (e.g., content
popularity) and simply poor allocation decisions. This section
delineates an exact optimization algorithm to solve the cache
allocation problem, providing the upper bounds of performance. Note that we do not intend this approach for large-scale
use by real network operators but, instead, exploit it later as
a basis for our evaluation.
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Fig. 1. Example illustrating the benefit of content placement. vt and vs
denote the client and server of content fi . The traffic flow corresponding to
request fi at vt without caching is 3 (measured by hops). If fi is cached at
va , the traffic flow will be reduced to 1. Therefore, the benefit of caching fi
at va for node vt is 2, bi,a,t = 2.

A. Cache allocation problem
A CCN network can be modeled as a undirected graph
G = (V, E), where V is the set of CCN routers with cache
space, and E is the set of links in the network. Each content
server/client is attached to a node in V . For simplicity, we
do not distinguish the end hosts from the CCN routers they
are attached to. Due to the aggregation of hierarchical names
in CCN, we can also assume that, in most circumstances, at
most one FIB entry will exist in each router for each content
item, i.e., from the perspective of an individual client, only
one destination exists for each object [20].
In our model, each content chunk, fi ∈ F , will therefore
have a single node, vs ∈ V , chosen as its origin server, denoted
as s(fi ) = vs . A content chunk is the minimum operating unit
in cache management, and is called a cache entry in the rest of
this paper. All content chunks are assumed to have the same
size, which is normalized to be 1. When a request for fi is sent
from node vt , path(vt , s(fi )) = path(vt , vs ) = {vt , · · · , vs }
denotes the path that the interest packet takes, where vt and
vs are the client and server, respectively. Any intermediate
router could satisfy the interest with a cached chunk. If node
va is the first encountered router with a cached copy of the
content, then the forwarding path {vt , · · · , vs } will be reduced
to {vt , · · · , va }, and the length of the reduction {va , · · · , vs }
is defined as the benefit of caching fi at va for node vt , denoted
as bi,a,t . A simple example in Fig. 1 illustrates the definition
of the benefit. Note that the cache benefit used in our optimal
allocation algorithm is measured through the traffic reduction
via caching, which is measured by the reduction in hop count
for interest packets (as in [3]). To calculate the benefit for
a particular content, we multiply the length of the reduction
bi,a,t with the probability, pi , of the content fi being requested.
As we measure the caching benefit by the reduction in hops
taken by an interest packet, the objective of our optimization is
to compute an allocation of cache capacity among a topology
of routers such that the aggregate benefit is maximized (in line
with previous optimization work [7], [8]). In other words, we
aim to minimize the remaining traffic flow in the network. The
key constraint is total cache capacity, as each network operator
will have finite accessibility to cache storage. The challenge
is therefore to appropriately allocate this finite capacity across
their infrastructure.
We formulate the optimal content placement problem in
CCN as follows:

Notation
V
E
F
n
N
va
fi
s(fi )
pi
ci
xi,a
bi
bi,a
bi,a,t
c
bi i
bsca
α
β
γ

Meaning
Set of nodes
Set of edges
Set of content chunks
n = |V |
N = |F |
Node a, va ∈ V, a ≤ n
i-th popular content,fi ∈ F, i ≤ N
Server of content fi
Probability that content fi is requested
Cache capacity allocated for content fi
Binary variable indicating cache fi on node va
Benefit of caching fi with Xi placement
Benefit of caching fi on node va for all nodes
Benefit of caching fi on node va for node vt
Benefit of caching fi with ci entries
Benefit of deploying c cache entries on SPT rooted at va
Clustering control parameter in WS model
Zipf distribution exponent
Degree distribution parameter in scale-free topology
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF NOTATIONS .

Maximize:

X

X

pi · xi,a · bi,a,t

(1)

pi = 1

(2)

fi ∈F vt ,va ∈V

Subject to:
X
fi ∈F

xi,a = {0, 1}, ∀fi ∈ F, va ∈ V
X X
xi,a ≤ ctotal

(3)
(4)

fi ∈F va ∈V

where xi,a is a binary variable taking the value 1 if content
fi is cached at node va . We assume that each content, fi ,
is originally requested with the same probability pi at each
client. bi,a,t is the benefit of caching fi at va for client
vt . Eq. (4) states that the total cache space in the network
is less than the constraint ctotal . As the source of content
fi , s(fi ), is determined by the content fi uniquely, we do
not need to consider this dimension in Eq. (1). The optimal
content placement in CCN is therefore described by the set
xi,a , fi ∈ F, va ∈ V that maximizes the traffic saving.
Finally,
the optimal cache allocation can be calculated through
P
xi,a , va ∈ V .
fi ∈F

B. Overview of Optimal Cache Allocation Algorithm
The objective function Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:
X X
max(
pi · xi,a · bi,a,t )

(5)

fi ∈F vt ,va ∈V

= max(

X

fi ∈F

= max(

X

pi

X

xi,a · bi,a,t )

(6)

vt ,va ∈V

pi · bci i )

(7)

fi ∈F

where bci i is the benefit of allocating ci cache entries1 for
content fi across the whole network. Eq. (7) satisfies the
1 A cache entry is a fixed-size item of cache space in a router (equal to the
size of one data chunk).

File fi
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Benefit bi i
0
6
7
8
9

TABLE II
c
T HE BENEFIT OF CACHE ALLOCATION FOR A GIVEN CONTENT FILE (bi i ).
T HE SPT ROOTED AT ve IS CHOSEN AS AN EXAMPLE ( THE RIGHTMOST
TREE IN F IG . 2).

standard knapsack problem formulation: how to get the largest
benefit by allocating cache space for the set of content objects,
F , where allocating ci cache entries for fi will provide
benefit pi · bci i . Therefore, we formulate the optimized content
placement problem in CCN as a general knapsack problem.
As the probability of requesting content, fi , is supposed to
be known, bci i in Eq. (7) is our main focus in the following
algorithm.
Considering that CCN exploits on-path caching, the benefits
of caching do not only depend on the cache locations (Xi =
xi,a , va ∈ V ) but also the location of the origin server (s(fi )
for fi ). We assume that the interest packet always follows the
shortest path to the server. Thus, bci i in Eq. (7) is the benefit of
Xi for all nodes on the shortest path tree (SPT) rooted at s(fi ),
implying that the mapping between content fi and its original
server s(fi ) is an important input to the optimization. Fig. 2
provides an example graph and its SPTs rooted at different
content servers. In Fig. 2, we assume that there are 5 content
files in this graph, and each content file is served at one node.
In this example, we assign node ve as the server of file f5 . We
define the flow of a node as the number of requests per time
unit at that node. We assume that each node in the tree will
generate one request per time unit. Therefore, the total traffic
flow without caching can be calculated by summing the flow
at each node. The remaining flow and the benefit of allocating
c5 cache entries with the optimal placement (obtained by the
method proposed in [7]) are listed in Table II.
The content placement problem in CCN can be divided into
two sub-problems: (1) the cache location problem in the SPT
to obtain bci i in Eq. (7); and (2) the knapsack problem to solve
the whole of Eq. (7). The former problem has been solved in
[7], as a k − means problem with O(cn2 ) complexity, where
c is the number of cache nodes and n is the total number
of nodes in the graph. Typically, the latter is solved through
dynamic programming. As the k − means problem in trees
has been proven to be piecewise linear non-decreasing concave
[21], the knapsack of different contents in Eq. (4) can be
solved optimally through a greedy method.
C. Algorithm Description
We now provide an outline of the exact optimization algorithm used to compute the optimal cache allocation:
1) Compute the benefit of cache placement on the SPT
rooted at each server,va ,va ∈ s(F ).
a) Compute the benefit of deploying c cache entries

on the SPT rooted at va , bsca , c = {0, · · · , n − 1}
following the dynamic programming method described in [7], [22];
b) Save the optimal cache location Y a,c obtained from
the above dynamic programming for future use,
where Y a,c = {yba,c }, vb ∈ V , yba,c is a binary
value that indicates whether node vb is one of the
c optimal locations in the SPT rooted at va .
2) Compute the incremental benefit of the cth cache entry
for content fi , denoted as ∆bci .
a) bci = bsca , fi ∈ F, va = s(fi ), c = {0, · · · n − 1}.
b) ∆bci = bci − bc−1
, fi ∈ F, c = {1, · · · n − 1}
i
3) Allocate the cache space by choosing the largest benefit
increment in F greedily.
a) Initially, ci = 0, fi ∈ F , where ci denotes the
number of cache entries allocated for content fi ;
c
b) ci = ci + 1, ∆bci i · pi = max{∆bjj · pj , fj ∈ F },
where pi is the probability of requesting content
fi ; P
ci < ctotal , go to b);else, iteration stop.
c) if
fi ∈F

4) Map X using C and Y a,c , where C, C = {ci }, fi ∈ F .
s(f ),c
a) X = {xi,a = ya i i } fi ∈ F, va ∈ V , where
Xi,a is a binary variable indicating that cache fi
on node va
The output of this algorithm, X, is a N × n binary array
describing the optimal content placement in the network with
ctotal cache
the sum of the columns (or rows)
P entries. Finally,P
of X,
xi,a , va ∈ V (
xi,a , fi ∈ F ), can be seen as
fi ∈F

va ∈V

the optimal cache allocation across nodes (or contents).
As the k − means problem in trees has been proven to
be piecewise linear non-decreasing concave [21], the greedy
solution is also optimal. In other words, the knapsack problem
can be solved greedily. The complexity of the above algorithm
is mostly determined by steps 2 and 3. By using the maxheap data structure, the greedy algorithm in step 3 can be
implemented at a complexity of O(ctotal logN ), where N
is the number of contents. Given that the complexity of
the cache location problem in the SPT is O(sn3 ) in step
2, the overall complexity of our optimization method is
max(O(sn3 ), O(ctotal logN )), s ≤ n, ctotal < nN , where
s = |s(F )| is the number of servers. Although this optimal
approach would not scale to Internet-wide deployments, it
provides an appropriate basis to explore the cache performance
in CCN.
IV. A NALYSIS OF C ACHE A LLOCATION
This section explores the key factors that impact cache
allocation. As of yet, there is no consensus on what factors
should be considered in CCN cache allocation. There is not
even consensus, broadly speaking, on where caches should be
allocated: the core, the edge, or a combination of both [11],
[12], [13], [14]. Therefore, we utilize our optimal algorithm
to understand the types of deployment that could benefit from
caching, and how capacity should be allocated among them.
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Fig. 2. The shortest path trees (SPTs) rooted at different content servers. The number in the circle denotes the flow of the node, which is defined as the
number of requests for content per time unit at that node, including the requests from the node itself as well as from its downstream nodes. Each node in the
network generates one request per time unit.

A. Experiment setup
First, we detail the methodology taken to achieve our goals.
We have developed a discrete event based simulator that
models caching behavior in various graph structures. As with
[3], we are primarily interested in reducing hop counts, and
therefore we do not model traffic congestion or processing
delay as done in [13]. Although our lightweight simulator
cannot capture the data plane features as done by, e.g., ndnSIM
[23] or ccnSim [24], it manages to handle topologies with
thousands of nodes, which is critical for our experiments.
Configuring the simulator consists of topology generation and
request patterns generation, which we discuss in the following
paragraphs.
To study a range of configured topologies, we rely on synthetic generation. This allows us to control various properties
of interest, e.g., the degree distribution and clustering. Here,
we focus on power-law networks [25], as Internet-like graphs
have similar features [26]. To generalize our results more, we
also utilize two different flavors of power-law graph [27].
First, we employ the Barabási-Albert (BA) model [28] to
emulate topologies with a few high centrality nodes (default
γ = 2.5 and m = 2); this gives insight into an “ideal”
caching scenario (i.e., high request overlap). However, it does
not necessarily best model the real world and, therefore, we
also utilize the Watts-Strogatz (WS) small-world topology
model [29] to capture clustering. This results in more realistic
topologies (e.g., an ISP network [30]) that allows us to better
map our implications to current network deployments. In this
model, firstly, each node vi is assigned an expected degree
κi , which is actually obtained from the BA model in our
experiment. Then, all nodes are uniformly distributed on a
ring space. Finally, links are set among nodes according to
the expected degree and the metric distance on the ring. For
example, the probability that link {vi , vj } exists is proportional
to κi κj /dα
i,j . A higher α value will create more clustering.
By default, each generated topology consists of 1,000 router
nodes. Once we generate the topology, we attach 100 servers,
sharing 10,000 objects. We randomly choose their individual
points of attachment, before distributing the objects across
the sources uniformly. For simplicity, we do not distinguish
the end hosts from the router nodes they are attached to.

During each time interval, all objects are requested by each
N
P
node separately using a Zipf distribution:
(c/iβ ) = 1
i=1

(β = 1).2 Finally, by default, the global cache capacity is
set as ctotal = 1% which is normalized by nN .
B. Importance of Cache Allocation
Before investigating the key factors that impact cache
allocation in CCN, we investigate the importance of cache
allocation itself. More specifically, we would like to confirm
that optimal cache allocation has a direct impact on performance, as opposed to cache capacity alone. To achieve
this, we perform simulations of our optimal algorithm (OPT),
alongside several other cache allocation schemes. We therefore
recreate the algorithms detailed in [11], as well as our own.
The cache replacement policy used in all tests is LFU, except
the optimized method which depends on global knowledge and
pre-fetching. Details about the impact of the cache replacement
policy will be explored later.
Fig. 3 presents the cache performance of the different
algorithms using the aforementioned default simulation parameters. The x-axis presents the global cache capacity (ctotal ),
which is normalized by the number of nodes multiplied by the
number of content files (i.e., nN ). This allows us to capture the
impact of both the number of nodes and the number of content
files. We measure the performance by the fraction of traffic that
remains in the network, shown on the y-axis. If, for example,
ctotal = 1 (100%), then the fraction of remaining traffic will be
0. To improve comparability, we also normalize the remaining
traffic in Fig. 3(a) as a fraction of the homogeneous allocation.
The heuristic allocations based on closeness centrality (CC),
graph centrality (GC) and eccentricity centrality (EC) contribute little to the cache performance. All achieve well below
5% in reductions. In fact, EC actually results in an increase in
traffic, due to the negative correlation coefficient value with
other centrality metrics in [11]. In contrast, the other three
metrics, degree centrality (DC), betweenness centrality (BC)
and stress centrality (SC), offer far greater traffic saving. Interestingly, among the three useful centrality based allocations,
2 Although typical, we do not use α as the skew factor, due to its previous
use in parameterizing the WS graph.

Remaining traffic (Normalized by HM)

1.1

cache allocation scheme, as opposed to cache size alone. We
therefore confirm that cache placement does have a significant
impact on network performance. Further, we have also shown
that our optimized algorithm offers far superior results to the
existing state-of-the-art.
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Fig. 3.
Caching performance of different allocation methods.
HM:homogenous allocation; DC: Degree Centrality; BC: Betweenness Centrality; CC: Closeness Centrality; EC: Eccentricity Centrality; GC: Graph
Centrality; SC: Stress Centrality; OPT: optimal cache allocation.

BC and SC are more effective when the total cache space
is relatively small, whereas DC has better performance when
the total budget is more than 1%. We find that the BC/SC
allocation methods never allocate cache space to stub nodes,
regardless of the overall capacity budget. This policy might
be reasonable when the total budget is small and all the cache
resources are obtained by the core nodes, but it is inefficient
when there is spare cache capacity that could be placed on the
home gateways provided to users. As expected, none of these
existing algorithms approach the gains made by the optimal
algorithm (OPT).
Fig. 3(b) also shows the total benefit, measured by the
fraction of traffic removed via caching. Note that we do not
show CC, EC and GC due to their poor performance. We
see that with increased cache capacity, the benefits increase
logarithmically. We observe that the homogeneous allocation
cannot benefit from this logarithmic law and performs quite
poorly when the total cache budget is small. For example, to
achieve a traffic reduction of 20%, the homogeneous allocation
will require over 10 times more cache space compared to the
optimal allocation. This highlights the importance of a proper

Here, we seek to understand the impact of the topology
on cache allocation. More generally, we seek to discover
if the core or the edge is the most appropriate place for
caches to be situated. We define the nodes with high centrality
metric value as the “core” and the nodes with low centrality
metric value as the “edge”. Using the topology models detailed
in Section IV-A, we create a variety of network topologies
(controlled by the parameters γ and α) and compute the
optimal cache placements using the OPT algorithm. The larger
the value of γ, the heavier the power-law, meaning that the
network is more strongly hierarchical resulting in a few highly
central nodes. As α increases, the clustering in the network
also increases. In contrast, small values of α correspond to
network topologies close to random networks.
Fig. 4(a) presents the distribution of traffic savings across
various cache sizes in the network. For example, it shows that,
for the BA topology (γ = 2.5), at least 20% of traffic is saved
with a 1% cache size. We observe that the BA topology does
consistently better with small cache capacities when compared
to WS. The reason for this behavior is that a BA topology will
tend to have central nodes that aggregate a lot of requests,
and therefore benefit more from caching. For example, the
BA topology (γ = 2.1) can achieve over 30% reductions with
a cache size of just 0.1%. This can be compared against the
WS topology which gets well below 20% for an equivalent
cache capacity. This occurs because the WS topology has more
path diversity, and therefore benefits less from aggregation.
As a consequence, in a WS topology, more caches must be
placed across the network, especially towards the edge, which
also decreases the cache efficiency (popular content will be
replicated in many caches). This trend becomes even worse for
larger values of α in the WS model (more clusters), resulting
in even lower performance. Despite the lower traffic savings,
we believe that placing caches at the edge is still desirable
for smaller networks that do not benefit from large levels of
aggregation.
We next investigate how the content is distributed across
the caches. Ideally, one would wish to reduce the level of
redundancy in regions of the network, to improve cache
utilization (assuming that performance, rather than resilience,
is the aim). Fig. 4(b) presents the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the distribution of content in the caches;
for example, it shows that the majority of cache capacity
is allocated to the most popular object (file index 0). More
interestingly, we see that the topology has a notable impact
on how capacity is allocated to each file. We find that the WS
topology (particularly when α = 1) allocates a large fraction
of the capacity to the top few objects. This happens because
it is impossible to aggregate large portions of the requests to

D. Impact of network size
So far, we have seen that the topological structure of
the network can have a significant impact on the optimal
cache placement. As of yet, however, we have only dealt
with a single network size (1k). We now investigate how the
number of nodes in the network impacts placement. Fig. 5
illustrates the effect of the network size, n, in CCN, where
both homogeneous and optimal allocation are evaluated. Note
that we present both because the homogeneous allocation is the
de-facto consideration in most prior work, while the optimal
allocation is the upper-end benchmark.
Once again, we can see that the homogeneous allocation
is suboptimal, consistently achieving low performance. For
instance, when n = 2k the optimal allocation with c = 0.001
achieves the same traffic savings as the homogeneous allocation with 10 times more cache capacity. We also see that the
benefit of the optimal allocation is proportional to the network
size, n, while the homogeneous allocation is actually quite
insensitive to the network size. Specifically, in the homogeneous experiments, the traffic savings remain fairly constant
for all network sizes. This suggests that network providers
who demand predictable savings rather than optimal savings
may actually prefer the simplicity of such a deployment.
We also note another important repercussion of this finding
in relation to [11], which concluded that the heterogeneous
allocation brings little improvement compared with the homogeneous allocation. Initially, this seemed to be in stark contrast
to our findings, however, closer inspection highlighted that the
experiments in [11] were only based on topologies with 68
nodes or fewer. Instead, it appears from our results, that the
benefits of the heterogeneous cache allocation only become
apparent with larger topologies. Considering that CCN is targeted at larger networks or even an Internet-scale deployment,
it seems likely that heterogeneous cache placements would be
highly relevant.
E. Impact of content popularity
Caching, of course, relies heavily on the skewed distribution
of popularity among objects, and CCN is no different. To
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caches, as there is no single “core” to operate as a prominent
caching point. Instead, by pushing caches towards the edge,
it becomes necessary to fill each cache with the same popular
objects.
Finally, Fig. 4(c) presents how the capacity is distributed
across all routers in the network. Lower node indexes indicate
nodes that are closer to the core. Once again, we see a similar
trend to that in Fig. 4(b). With more decentralized topologies,
it becomes necessary to spread the cache capacity across the
network towards the edge, as highlighted by the WS models.
In contrast, the BA topologies result in far more centralized
cache placement, where content is primarily stored in the core
(skewed towards lower node indexes). This suggests that different deployments could require entirely different allocation
approaches, suggesting that a one-size-fits-all approach would
be completely inappropriate.
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Fig. 5. The remaining traffic in different sized networks, from 100 to 2, 000
nodes.

investigate this, Fig. 6 presents the impact that differing levels
of skew have on the performance (note that for completeness
we also include DC, BC, SC placement schemes, as well
as optimal). Specifically, we vary the skew parameter, β,
where the probability that the ith object being requested is
proportional to 1/iβ . The node index along the x-axis refers
to the attachment order in the BA model; lower values indicate
nodes in the core also with a large centrality metric value. The
experiments are performed using the BA topology.
Fig. 6 shows that a less skewed popularity distribution
(i.e., smaller β) results in more cache space allocated in
the core. Indeed, it then becomes necessary to consolidate
cache capacity between a larger number of consumers to
ensure sufficient interest overlap to generate cache hits. For
example, an edge cache serving 10 consumers is unlikely to
generate any hits for unpopular objects, as there would not
be enough requests. In contrast, a core cache serving 100k
consumers is far more likely to find subsequent requests for
unpopular objects. This means that highly skewed popularity
request patterns (e.g., YouTube [31], mobile VoD system [32]
or Vimeo [33]) will be better served by edge caching, while
more uniform popularity distributions (e.g., catch-up TV [34])
would be better served by core caching.
Another important observation is that as β increases, the
performance of the optimal allocation begins to converge
towards that of the homogeneous allocation. We can see that as
the range of objects being requested becomes more skewed, it
becomes more effective to evenly distribute the caches towards
the edge of the network. This allows each stub network to
serve its own consumers effectively, without requiring the
aggregation of consumers offered by in-core caching. This
latter point has the further advantage of reducing transit traffic,
as well as delay. Optimal cache allocation might therefore be
suited to help ISPs reduce their transit costs.
Whereas the popularity distribution of objects has a notable
impact, a further important factor is the number of objects.
Fig. 7 plots the amount of remaining traffic in the optimal
and homogeneous allocations, where the cache capacity, normalized by nN , is 1%. Through this, the total cache capacity
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Fig. 7. The effect of the number of content files (104 < N < 105 ) on
the remaining traffic. The blue lines show the remaining traffic where the
cache capacity is increased with the content volume. The black lines show
the remaining traffic where the total cache capacity is fixed (100 cache entries
per node on average).

F. Impact of cache replacement policy
in the network increases with the volume of content files N .
We see that greater savings (i.e., less remaining traffic) can be
achieved as the number of objects increase in proportion to
the cache capacity. In other words, the remaining traffic will
actually be reduced if the caches can increase proportionally
with the increasing number of objects. This occurs because
the number of objects requested increase at a sub-linear rate
compared to the number of objects, allowing the caches to
consolidate their capacity better. One could say that this is
optimistic; as such, Fig. 7 also presents the results when
maintaining a constant total cache capacity (100 entries per
node on average). In this case, the remaining traffic increases
approximately logarithmically with the number of content
items in both allocations. Consequently, we conclude that the
increasing scale of the content will, indeed, need to be matched
by increasing the scale of caching resources. As caches are colocated with the routing infrastructure, this will not be trivial
in terms of deployment; it certainly will not be as easy as
expanding resources in a traditional Web cache.

As mentioned in the previous sections, the optimal cache allocation alone cannot guarantee optimal cache performance in
CCN. Instead, it must be combined with a suitable replacement
strategy. As the theoretical optimal allocation algorithm in this
paper is obtained using optimal object placement, it requires
oracle-based pre-fetching, which is, of course, impractical in a
real-world context. Consequently, we evaluate the performance
of different well-known replacement strategies with the optimal allocation. Furthermore, to study the impact of allocation
on the replacement policy, we also repeat the same experiment
with the homogeneous allocation.
To illustrate the relative cache performance compared to the
pre-fetching method (exact optimal placement), the remaining
traffic on the y-axis is normalized using that achieved by
the optimal placement. Besides the default cache replacement
strategy (LFU), we also experiment with several other algorithms: (1) Least Recently Used (LRU) and “cache everything
everywhere” [1]; (2) LRU with the centrality-based caching
policy [18] (CEN); (3) LRU with LCD caching policy [35];
and (4) LRU with fixed caching probability (p = 0.5).

V. S UMMARY OF F INDINGS
The previous section has explored the key factors that
impact optimal cache allocation. This is an important tool for
any network planner who is considering a CCN deployment.
Clearly, our results cannot be directly applied to a specific
practical deployment, but we can draw a number of general
conclusions from our study:
• Allocating cache capacity across the network in a homogeneous manner is highly suboptimal. Instead, capacity
should be allocated in a heterogeneous manner. The benefits of this, however, only become apparent with larger
networks (e.g. > 100 nodes). We argue that router design
should therefore ensure that cache capacity is easily
pluggable and extensible to support this philosophy.
• The topology has a significant impact on the optimal
cache placement. In inter-AS type topologies (i.e., similar
to BA), cache capacity should be pushed into the core as
much as possible. This allows requests to be effectively
aggregated, improving hit rates, due to the high level of
interest path co-location. In contrast, ISP-type networks
(i.e., similar to WS) should distribute capacity in a more
egalitarian manner, pushing storage towards the customer
edge due to a lack of a well defined core.
• The type of content popularity handled by the network
will alter the optimal deployment. Demand that is more
uniformly distributed (e.g., [34]) is better handled by

Remaining traffic(Normalized by pre−fetching)

Fig. 8 shows that the caching performance of the optimal
allocation is much better than the homogeneous allocation for
all replacement strategies. Therefore, the benefits of heterogeneous optimal cache placement does not require oracle-based
pre-fetching: significant gains can be made with various simple
cache replacement strategies.
We also find that the allocation of cache resources impacts
the performance of these replacement methods. For example,
with a homogeneous cache allocation, LCD is found to be
the best with low cache capacities, confirming the findings
of [19]. However, with the optimal cache allocation, it does
worst at these low capacity levels. In this scenario, nearly all
the cache space in the network is allocated to a few core nodes.
Therefore, there are not enough cache nodes to form the multihop cache paths as LCD requires (unlike in the homogeneous
allocation).
Similar variability is also observed in LFU, which has the
best performance in most scenarios, apart from the homogeneous allocation when the total cache budget is less than
0.01%. We find that the cache space allocated to each node is
so small in the homogeneous allocation that it cannot estimate
the probability of arriving content properly. In this situation,
reducing the cache replacement times (as CEN and LCD do)
or avoiding the amplification of replacement errors (like LCD)
is helpful to improve performance. This shows that there is
no one-size-fits-all replacement strategy for different cache
allocations. Instead, network operators will need to choose
the best fit replacement strategy according to their network
environment as well as the cache allocation method in use.
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Fig. 8. Caching performance of different replacement strategies. The cache
performance of replacement strategies are normalized by optimal oracle-based
pre-fetching.
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•

pushing caches into the core (e.g., an Internet Exchange
Point [36]) to better aggregate requests. For highly
skewed demand, caches must be pushed to the edge; this,
however, creates high levels of redundancy in which many
replicas of the same content are created.
As the number of these objects increases, the importance
of strategic cache placement also increases. Homogeneous allocation strategies do substantially worse, while
the performance of the optimal allocation decreases in an
approximately logarithmic manner.
The benefits of heterogeneous optimal cache placement
does not require oracle-based pre-fetching. Significant
gains can be made with simple cache replacement strategies. Furthermore, the cache replacement strategy can
have a notable impact on performance. Cache allocation
also impacts the performance of cache replacement methods.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK

In this work, an exact optimization method has been presented to find the optimal cache allocation in CCN. Using
this, we have explored the many factors that affect cache

placement, and how they subsequently impact performance
(measured by traffic reduction). Our experiments have shown
that the benefits of heterogeneous cache allocation are significant. Through this, we have found that many aspects may
affect cache performance, including topological properties and
content request patterns. Importantly, this highlights that a
one-size-fits-all approach will never be optimal during CCN’s
deployment and, instead, network operators must make well
informed decisions on where they allocate capacity.
A number of interesting avenues of future work remain
in this area. Our evaluation is based on a formal model of
topology and workload. In the future, we need to evaluate
the performance of the different caching strategies in realworld topologies with more complex workload models. For
example, we wish to include request models that consider
temporal and spatial locality, as well as the server and client
distribution. Although including these aspects would make the
model more complex, we believe it could show even better
gains from caching. Last, it is also necessary to investigate
other performance metrics beyond traffic removal, e.g., delay
and transit costs. We will further connect this to more realworld concerns, such as the impact that this might have on
inter-AS business arrangements and incentives.
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